A power shut down has been arranged on May 22, 2019 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at 11 KV Vasco-2 feeder from Sancoale Substation. Areas affected are Dabolim, Village Panchayat Chicalim, Assoi Dongri, Green Valley, Holly Cross, Behind NSD and Jairam Nagar.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on May 22, 2019 from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at 11 KV Diwar feeder. Areas affected are Ambeiwada, Sinquerim, Vitozen, Santarbhat, Devayya and Diwar Island.

On May 23, 2019 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at 33 KV MPT-1 & MPT-2 feeder from Sancoale Substation. Areas affected are HTC Hansa and 33/11 KV Kadamba Sub Station.

On May 24, 2019, a power shut down has been arranged from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at 33 KV MES feeder from Sancoale Substation. Areas affected are HT Tajsats and Modern Nest and Dabolim.

On May 24, 2019, a power shut down has been arranged from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at 11 KV Diwar feeder. Areas affected are Gavona, Karambhat, Bhelbhat, Conandem and Vicinity Chorao Village.

On May 25, 2019, a power shut down has been arranged from 8:15 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at 11 KV Old Goa and Carambolim feeder. Areas affected are Bainguinim, Samrat Marine, Puja Plastic, Real Factory, Vicinity of Old Goa Village, Katyebhat, Dineshnagar, Ella Farm, ICAR, Brahmapuri, Samarth Enclaves and Vicinity of Old Goa Village.
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